
The baby has a cell membrane. Before it is derived through space.  
 
The zona. The baby’s cell membrane. (-e).  
In the same way neurons are transferred and changed into the body by form breathing, 
[electrolyte] inference is the nucletic weight I between neurons (of the mother’s breathing 
[anatomical divide]).  It is through chloride these cells exist to connective tissue between glands 
[pituitary] to bonding connectivity by penetration through light (electrical resources). Nucletic 
weight based on the acidity between acidic to nitrogen speculations (of the mother’s womb). [Oן 
Protective Basis].  
 
Nitrogen. In instance E of the stomach that energy pulls to square itself before time can manage 
its systems (our functioning square at the womb [its area] to circumference of the sound by ⅓ its 
half nucletic width. Therefore the baby goes round by formulas of circulatory breathing between 
the Root whole of mass to its basic area circumference to the mother’s system; its connectivity 
processes. So it can not divide by time nor be squared alone, it is Root energy absorbance the 
cornea contains by instinctive refractive mass [the frontal lobe] basis by light (reflection of the 
sound system in the mother’s dividend). Her zona. The 7th nitrate to spectacle by light. The 
unique square to its nucleus; the malfunction is the inner ½  conjunction pull from the mother’s 
mouth to timed accuracy of the absorbance cells in nutritional value. In that value can be 
absorbed and overturn itself. And affect its distance to hydrogen.  
 
Before time can exist. It is fundamental basic math that to understand its Root minerals is that 
[c] becomes [e] by molecular formulas of Y. In that spatial reliance to sound is 1 in the ground to 
malnourishment to the human heart, its brain. The unforeseeable Time to complacent time and 
energy. Female.  
System malfunction. The brain. (Of its 1 wavelength).  
 
Correction the human enoid. The vein. Of its 3° rotational device, the vertebrae. Onto the 
umbilical cord, of its ןmother’s womb.  
There are a degree of spoils in the ground in the same relative Respect that the nucleus shares 
with energy. It pulls in coherence that sound matter cannot exist without, form, that pulls weight 
to form another. These work simultaneously to instinctive light to light measurement that sound 
has on a given system. Sound = the subconscious. Breathing conjoins it’s points. :ןoo 
 
In that mass defines mass by inner conjunction light before the axis rotational degrees introvert 
itself the breathing systems provide by nucleic acids found in the stomach. It then ingested 
these (sugars [neuronj:] GI) to replacement p at 1 turn per turning point. Because time changes 
[subPoint]. In active memories instinct falls where time stops and stead reacts by movement 
rather that of the power of 1. Because it has nothing to do with time and place. Instead, it is an 
overactive cell that impulses to heart rate by balancing the absence between bonds that 
absence has subsidized [in amן to inner mass conjunction of the arm. Both are same by light 
penetration (atrium to arm) by instinctive reference of the mind].  The difference but are parallel 
to circumference point Area per pull by (molecular conjointation [joint juncture] of massticity) 



levels of the environment; therefore are .97 inner hydration variables that cannot be changed. 
Mass° by light. Of shared ions.  
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